Consider statistical learning (e.g. discrete distribution estimation) with local ǫ-differential privacy, which preserves each data provider's privacy locally, we aim to optimize statistical data utility under the privacy constraints. Specifically, we study maximizing mutual information between a provider's data and its private view, and give the exact mutual information bound along with an attainable mechanism: k-subset mechanism as results. The mutual information optimal mechanism randomly outputs a size k subset of the original data domain with delicate probability assignment, where k varies with the privacy level ǫ and the data domain size d. After analysing the limitations of existing local private mechanisms from mutual information perspective, we propose an efficient implementation of the k-subset mechanism for discrete distribution estimation, and show its optimality guarantees over existing approaches.
Introduction
In the form of aged social surveys or modern mobile crowdsourcing, crowd contributed data has been an essential component facilitating the application of statistical learning. One critical issue in crowd powered statistical learning is the tradeoff between data utility and individual's privacy. To this end, differential privacy [8] [9] has emerged as de facto standard of privacy definition with comprehensible constraints and formal privacy guarantee, and achieves plenty of theoretical results or mechanisms characterizing the definition, both in centralized database setting (e.g. in [21] [4] [13] ) and in the local setting [18] (e.g. in [6] [14] [16] ), where each data provider sanitizes their secret data locally and independently.
Specifically, the statistical data utility bounds under local ǫ-differential privacy have been widely studied, such as mutual information bounds in [19] [7] [17] , hypothesis testing risks in [7] [17], distribution estimation error bounds in [7] [2] . However, most of theoretical bounds or their attainable mechanisms focus on the high privacy region that ǫ near to 0.0 (e.g. ǫ < 1.0). As contrast, in the practical privacy region that reasonably preserves privacy meanwhile remaining acceptable data utility, the privacy level ǫ usually range from 0.01 to 10.0 [15, Table 1 ].
In this work, we study local private data utilities for full privacy region, mainly focus on mutual information and discrete distribution estimation. Each provider's data is modeled as a no-priorknowledge variable from a data domain X , under the combinatorial representation of optimal local private mechanism, we transform an arbitrary mechanism to an weight amortized mechanism without loss of mutual information. A convex-like property of mutual information under local privacy is then discovered, showing randomly output with a subset of X with fixed size k is the optimal mechanism, which is termed k-subset mechanism. Exact mutual information bounds are then derived by optimizing the choice of k. We also show optimality of k-subset mechanism over existing local private mechanisms in the context of discrete distribution estimation.
Our contributions. In local ǫ-differential privacy, for full privacy region, we present the exact bound of mutual information between a provider's data and its private view, where mutual information could be seemed as a general measurement of statistical data utilities. A mechanism that matches the exact bound is proposed as k-subset mechanism, which randomly outputs a size k subset of the data domain.
We analyses utilities of existing local private mechanisms, especially state-of-art mechanisms for discrete distribution estimation, show their limitations in practical privacy region. Then, in the context of discrete distribution estimation, we provide an efficient implementation of the k-subset mechanism, including a data randomizer that has complexities linear to the domain size and a distribution estimator that has complexities linear to the number of data providers. We also give optimality guarantees of k-subset mechanism under the measurement of l 2 -norm. Finally, we extensively evaluate k-subset mechanism, the evaluation results show significant advantages of k-subset mechanism over existing mechanisms especially in the intermediate privacy region (e.g. log 2 ≤ ǫ ≤ log (d − 1)).
Mutual Information
Consider n data providers, each provider holds a secret value x i ∈ X , where
is the data domain of size d. In the local setting of differential privacy, each data provider locally and independently sanitizes x i through a local ǫ-differential private mechanism Q i , and obtains a private view z i ∈ Z of x i , where Z = {Z l } |Z| l=1 is the output alphabets or channel space. The z i instead of x i is then published to the untrusted data aggregator, who intends to infer statistics (e.g. discrete distribution) from private views
Since no prior knowledge is assumed for each provider's data x i , the aggregator models x i as a random sample from uniform distribution P u with probability P u (X j ) ≡ 1 d . We study non-interactive and non-adaptive statistical inference here, hence the private channel Q i ≡ Q. Denote the conditional probability of output Z l when the input alphabet is X j as Q(Z l |X j ), for ǫ > 0.0 and for any pair of secret values X j , X j ′ ∈ X , we say a mechanism Q satisfies local ǫ-differential privacy if:
The aggregator observes private view z i with induced marginal distribution M u (z) = Q(z|x)dP u (x), we aim to maximize mutual information between z i and x i . Note that the channel space Z is unlimited, and is not restricted to the original data domain X , this has made the analyses of mutual information bound under local privacy more challenging than the noisy channel cases.
Exact Bound
The following theorem gives the exact mutual information bound under local privacy. Theorem 2.1. Let X be a sample drawn according to the uniform distribution P u that takes d states, and Z be the locally ǫ-differentially private view of X, the maximum mutual information between X and Z is as follows:
Where β = . Theorem 2.1 is actually derived from sup Q∈Mǫ I(X; Z) ≤ I β , which would be useful for comprehensibly bounding mutual information, such as in Section 4.
Proof and Mechanism
Combinatorial representation [16] . Recently, the corner property of optimal local private mechanisms for mutual information is uncovered by [16] , this is, for any X j , X j ′ ∈ X and z ∈ Z, there is an optimal mechanism Q that Q(z|Xj ) Q(z|X j ′ ) equals either e ǫ or e −ǫ or 1, .
As a result, each condition probability column [ Q * (z|X 1 ), Q * (z|X 2 ), ..., Q * (z|X d ) ] of an optimal mechanism Q * is expressed as a weighted canonical pattern s, which is a column in pattern matrix 
Since the mutual information is invariant to permutation of condition probability columns, and is invariant to merging or splitting of columns with same pattern, similar to [16] ,we define
We say a private mechanism Q is a valid mechanism if summation of each row in Q equals to 1.0, as each row of Q should be a probability distribution.
Lossless transformation.
We now present a mutual-information-lossless transformation between an arbitrary mechanism Q and its amortized mechanism Q. Let
denote the set of columns that exactly have k entries of e ǫ , and W (d,k) denote the corresponding probability weights.
Apparently, both the size of the set
and
, where symbol is concatenation operator here, for simplicity of representation, we treat S (d) and S (d,k) as ordered sets. For example, the first column in S (3) of equation (2) composes S (3, 0) and the later 3 columns compose S (3, 1) .
By defining the amortized weight w (d,k) and amortized weight vector
as follows:
with
and Q as the result of S (d) column-wisely product with weight vector
, we deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 2.1. Let X be a sample drawn according to the uniform distribution P u that takes d states, and Z and Z be the locally ǫ-differentially private view of X under the mechanism Q and Q respectively, I(X; Z) ≡ I(X; Z).
The proof of the above corollary is in Appendix A. This corollary implies the transformation from W to W doesn't affect the mutual information.
Convex-like property. We now deep into the additive structure of mutual information I(X; Z) and give the following corollary: Corollary 2.2. Let X be a sample drawn according to the uniform distribution P u with d states, mechanism Q be the amortized mechanism of an arbitrary mechanism Q, and Z be the locally ǫ-differentially private view of X under the mechanism Q respectively, we have
Denote k * as the corresponding k that maximizes
, the bound in Corollary (2.2) is achievable when Q is a k * -subset mechanism (see Definition 2.1), which is denoted as Q k * . Indeed, Since I k is concave when real value k ranges from 0 to d, the
Combining the previous attainability result with Corollary 2.1 and 2.2, the upper bound of mutual information between a data provider's secret data X and its private view Z is given in Theorem 2.1.
Equivalently, the conditional probabilities in Q k for any Z ⊆ X , X ∈ X is as follows:
Limitation of Existing Mechanisms
From mutual information perspective, we now analyse existing mechanisms that satisfies local ǫ-differential privacy, to show their statistical data utility gaps with the k-subset mechanism Q k . We focus on two private mechanisms that achieve state-of-art accuracy for discrete distribution estimation (see detail in Section 4): the binary randomized response mechanism and the multivariate randomized response mechanism, both of which are based on the idea of telling truth with limited probability that was proposed by Warner [26] in 1965.
Multivariate Randomized Response Mechanism
In the multivariate randomized response mechanism Q m , the output alphabets Z is the original input domain X , and the conditional probabilities is defined for any Z ∈ X , X ∈ X as follows:
Actually Q m is equivalent to 1-subset mechanism Q 1 , the mutual information ( or channel capacity ) I(Z; X) between private view Z under Q m and the no-prior-knowledge secret data X is I 1 = . The Q m is a mutual information optimal mechanism only when I 1 ≥ I 2 , while when
, the mechanism Q m is unable to fully capture mutual information under local ǫ-differential private constraints.
Binary Randomized Response Mechanism
In the binary randomized response mechanism Q b , the secret data x is expressed as a bit map of length d with i-th bit indicates x equals X i or not, the mechanism then flips over each bit with probability 1 e 0.5ǫ +1 to obtain the private view z. The output alphabets Z in Q b is power set of the original secret data domain X . The conditional probabilities in Q b is defined for any Z ⊆ X , X ∈ X as follows:
The mutual information I(Z; X) between private view Z under Q b and the no-prior-knowledge secret data X is :
where
Since binary randomized response mechanism is an amortized private mechanism, as Corollary 2.2 shows, its mutual information bound or channel capacity is strictly dominated by k-subset mechanism.
Discrete Distribution Estimation
With each data provider i holding a secret value x i ∈ X , where
, the truly discrete distribution θ over n data providers is expressed as θ j = 1 n #{i : x i = X j }. Each provider randomizes x i via a local ǫ-differential private mechanism Q to obtain a private view z i , then publishes z i to the aggregator, who infers a estimation of the truly distribution θ from observed private views (z i ) n i=1 . In the previous section, under the metric of mutual information, k-subset mechanism parameterized with appropriate k according to privacy level ǫ and the data domain size d has showed to be the data utility optimal local private mechanism. In this section, under the context of discrete distribution estimation, we implement and analyse k-subset mechanism, mainly focus on providing an efficient data randomizer for each data provider and a practical distribution estimator for the aggregator, along with its theoretical performance guarantees.
Randomizer
As defined in Definition 2.1, k-subset mechanism randomly responses with a size k subset Z of the original data domain X . The output alphabets Z of k-subset mechanism is the set of all subsets Z ⊆ X with size k, but directly sampling from Z with size d k is unpractical. By exploiting the symmetric property of conditional probabilities in k-subset mechanism, we present an efficient private randomizer equivalent to Definition 2.1 in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 k-Subset Randomizer
Require: a value x ∈ X , a privacy level ǫ, the subset size k ∈ [1, d]. Ensure: a size k subset z ⊆ X that satisfies local ǫ-differential privacy.
1: Initialize z as an empty set, z = {} 2: with probability
Insert x into z, z = z {x}
4:
Randomly sampling k − 1 elements Y from X − x without replacement 5: Add elements in Y to z, z = z Y 6: } 7: else {
8:
Randomly sampling k elements Y from X − x without replacement 9: Add elements in Y to z, z = z Y 10: } 11: return z The core of this randomizer is randomly choosing k or k − 1 elements from X − x, its computational and memory costs are both O(d) by applying reservoir sampling [23] . The randomizer is also equivalent to exponential mechanism [20] on Z with utility function u(z) = − a∈z [ a = x ], and Q(z|x) ∝ exp(u(z)).
Estimator
A natural distribution estimator for k-combination is by recording frequency f (Z l ) of each subset Z l ⊆ X , then fit model [f (z)] z⊆X ∼ Q T using linear regression or lasso regression [22] . Specifically, in linear regression, estimated distributionθ is unbiased given as (
where (QQ T ) −1 Q could be written in a concisely closed form, hence this estimator has Ω(d The previous estimator is only applicable when data domain size d and subset size k is small, and is inefficient for relatively large d and k. Here, by remapping z to the original domain X , we present an unbiased estimator without recording d k -sized frequencies or resorting regression. The estimator maintains frequency f (X j ) for each X j ∈ X instead, upon receiving a private size k subset z i , increases f (X j ) for each X j ∈ z i . For simplicity, we denote g k as ke ǫ ke ǫ +d−k , which is the hit rate of X j when secret value is X j , denote h k as (
, which is the hit rate of X j ′ when secret value is X j (j = j ′ ). The expectation of f (X j ) is a simple formula of θ j as follows:
The full process of this estimator is described in Algorithm 2. Its memory costs is linear to the data domain size d, number of arithmetic operations needed is (n · k + d).
Algorithm 2 k-Subset
. Ensure: an unbiased estimationθ of the truly distribution θ.
1: Initialize f (X j ) = 0 for any
for X a ∈ z i do 4: f (X a ) = f (X a ) + 1
5:
end for 6: end for 7: for j = 1 to d do 8: 
Subset Size k
From mutual information perspective, Theorem 2.1 gives optimal choice of subset size k
Such k * is a statistical utility optimal choice in ksubset mechanism, but in the context of discrete distribution estimation, the utility is measured by more specific metrics between the truly distribution θ and the estimated distributionθ, such as total variation distance (l 1 -norm), total variance (l 2 -norm) or maximum absolute error (l ∞ -norm).
Here we focus on the total variance error or squared l 2 -norm :
Since the estimator in Algorithm 2 is unbiased, we have E[|θ j − θ j | 2 = V ar[θ j ]. As random variableθ j is a transformation of the random variable f (X j ) in line 8 of Algorithm 2, and f (X j ) is sum of binomial random variable B(n · θ j , g k ) and B(n − n · θ j , h k ), the variance ofθ j is
, hence the total variance error is as follows:
The total variance error in k-subset mechanism is independent of the truly distribution θ but is related to k. The optimal choice of k is given in the following theorem (see detail in Appendix D).
Theorem 3.1. For discrete distribution estimation with the measurement of total variation distance
This is, we have:
More generally, for any private mechanism that the output alphabets is the power set of the data domain, its total variance error bound is dominated by k-subset mechanism, since the mechanism could be seemed as a hybrid of k-subset mechanism with different k. Formally, we give the optimality guarantee of k-subset mechanism in follows (see Appendix E for proof): Theorem 3.2. For any locally ǫ-differentially private mechanism Q that the output alphabets Z is the power set of the data domain X , if
where C |Z| ≥ 1 is a constant depends only on the size of Z, using the remapping based estimator as in Algorithm 2 to infer a estimationθ of the truly distribution θ, we have:
Theorem 3.2 for squared l 2 -norm is intrinsically similar to the Theorem 2.1 for mutual information, implies that resorting to power set of the original data domain as output alphabets is unnecessary, and responding with a subset of the original data domain with fixed size k gives optimal results under various statistical utility measurements, such as mutual information and l 2 -norm.
Related Work
Discrete distribution estimation. Numerous mechanisms achieve local ǫ-differential privacy, the oldest among them dates back to 1965 by Warner [26] , and is termed "randomized response". Randomized response and its mutant are still basic building blocks for many local private mechanisms, such as multivariate randomized response [ . Among them, in the high privacy region (e.g. ǫ < 1.0), the binary randomized response [7] and the randomized 1-bit response [2] achieves optimal error bounds for distribution estimation and succinct histogram estimation respectively. Some other mechanisms (e.g. O-RR in [17] , multi cohorts RAPPOR in [10] , bi-parties mechanism in [24] ) could be seemed as mixture of binary randomized response and multivariate randomized response. Specifically, the O-RR mechanism in [17] could simulate k-subset mechanism under certain parameters, but it evolves with Θ(n) computationally expensive hashing, its parameter selection and estimation performance are also quite experimental.
This work summarizes and characterizes these mechanisms in Theorem 3.2. Specifically, multivariate randomized response is equivalent to 1-subset mechanism, randomized 1-bit response is expectedly equivalent to d 2 -subset mechanism, binary randomized response is a hybrid k-subset mechanism with k acroses 0 to d. Furthermore, for an arbitrary privacy level ǫ, Theorem 3.2 implies that the distribution estimation performance of any hybrid k-subset mechanism or k-subset mechanism with fixed k is dominated by k-subset mechanism when k is around d 1+e ǫ , which varies with privacy budget ǫ and data domain size d.
We notice that there are some other local private mechanisms by adding noises (e.g. Laplace noises [9] , two-sided geometric noises [12] [11]) on bit maps, but their mutual information bounds or distribution estimation performances are dominated by their binary version: binary randomized response.
Mutual information bound.
McGregor et al. [19] studies mutual information bounds and communication complexity under local privacy, and gives bound I(Z; X b ) ≤ 
Simulation Results
Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of k-subset mechanism, with comparison to state-of-art mechanisms: Binary Randomized Response (BRR), Multivariate Randomized Response (MRR), under the error measurements of both l 2 -norm θ − θ 2 2 and l 1 -norm θ − θ 1 . The k-subset mechanism with mutual information optimal k * (in Theorem 2.1) is denoted as k * -SS, and the mechanism with l 2 -norm optimal k # (in Theorem 3.2) is denoted as k # -SS.
In our experiments, n = 10000 data providers (participants) are simulated, the privacy level ǫ range from 0.01 to 5.0 and the data domain size d range from 2 to 256. During each simulation, the truly distribution θ is generated randomly, the estimated distributionθ is postprocessed by projecting onto probability simplex [25] [5]. Numerical results are mean error of 100 repeated simulations.
As the simulation results in Table 1 the  table) , there are averagely about 20% l 2 -error reduction and 10% l 1 -error reduction. The l 2 -norm optimal mechanism k # -SS achieves slightly better performance than the mutual information optimal mechanism k * -SS, but the differences are pretty minor. 
Conclusion
We study statistical data utility optimal mechanisms and discrete distribution estimation under local ǫ-differential privacy. We firstly provide exact mutual information bound under local privacy for full region of privacy level ǫ. A private mechanism that matches the bound is discovered, the ksubset mechanism, which outputs a subset of the original data domain with fixed set size k, the optimal k that maximizes mutual information is a formula of the privacy level ǫ and the data domain size d. We then analyse suboptimality of existing local private mechanisms from mutual information perspective. Efficient implementation of k-subset mechanism for distribution estimation is proposed, and finally we show optimality of k-subset mechanism under the measurement of squared l 2 norm.
Our theoretical bounds and mechanisms cover full privacy region, and hence fills the gap between theoretical results and mechanisms (e.g. in [19] [6] [2] ) that applicable only in the high privacy region (e.g. 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1) and practical usable mechanisms. Especially in the practical using privacy levels (e.g. log 2 ≤ ǫ ≤ log (d − 1)), numerical results show the k-subset mechanism significantly outperforms existing outperforms existing mechanisms for discrete distribution estimation.
Limitation and future work. An important research direction is the universal mutual information bound ( or channel capacity ) under local privacy, which includes analysing whether the mutual information bounds in Theorem 2.1 hold for X with prior knowledge, and seeking for the optimal domain size d that maximizes mutual information.
